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ABSTRACT
Iterative methods are commonly used approaches to solve large,

sparse linear systems, which are fundamental operations for many

modern scientific simulations. When the large-scale iterative meth-

ods are running with a large number of ranks in parallel, they

have to checkpoint the dynamic variables periodically in case of

unavoidable fail-stop errors, requiring fast I/O systems and large

storage space. To this end, significantly reducing the checkpoint-

ing overhead is critical to improving the overall performance of

iterative methods. Our contribution is fourfold. (1) We propose a

novel lossy checkpointing scheme that can significantly improve

the checkpointing performance of iterative methods by leveraging

lossy compressors. (2) We formulate a lossy checkpointing per-

formance model and derive theoretically an upper bound for the

extra number of iterations caused by the distortion of data in lossy

checkpoints, in order to guarantee the performance improvement

under the lossy checkpointing scheme. (3) We analyze the impact

of lossy checkpointing (i.e., extra number of iterations caused by

lossy checkpointing files) for multiple types of iterative methods.

(4) We evaluate the lossy checkpointing scheme with optimal check-

pointing intervals on a high-performance computing environment

with 2,048 cores, using a well-known scientific computation pack-

age PETSc and a state-of-the-art checkpoint/restart toolkit. Ex-

periments show that our optimized lossy checkpointing scheme

can significantly reduce the fault tolerance overhead for iterative

methods by 23%∼70% compared with traditional checkpointing and

20%∼58% compared with lossless-compressed checkpointing, in the

presence of system failures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Scientific simulations involving partial differential equations (PDEs)

require solving sparse linear system within each timestep. At large

scale, sparse linear systems are solved by using iterative meth-

ods, such as the conjugate gradient (CG) method. Thus, iterative

methods are one of the most crucial components determining the

scalability and efficiency of HPC applications. For example, Becciani

et al. [11] presented a study of solving a 5-parameter astrometric

catalogue at themicro-arcsecond level for about 1 billion stars of our

Galaxy under a cornerstone mission (called Gaia) launched by Eu-

ropean Space Agency. Their experimental results show that solving

the resulting sparse linear system of 7.2×10
10

equations for the last

period of the Gaia mission can take 1,000 to 4,000 iterations for con-

vergence, totaling up to 1.96×10
5
seconds (i.e., more than 54 hours)

on 2,048 BlueGeneQ nodes. When running on high-performance

computing (HPC) environments using potentially tens of thousands

of nodes and millions of cores for hours or days towards exascale

computing [9], fail-stop errors are inevitable. Accordingly, how to

effectively protect the iterative methods against such failures is an

important research issue, determining the overall performance of

iterative methods in HPC environments.

Many algorithm-based fault tolerance approaches have been

proposed to tolerate silent data corruptions with iterative methods,

and they work efficiently because of little storage overhead. Toler-

ating fail-stop errors, however, is much more challenging because

it requires checkpointing or saving multiple large vector data sets

at runtime, leading to large checkpointing overhead.

For many PDE-based scientific simulations, the sparse linear

system includes most of the variables that are involved in the ap-

plication, so checkpointing for iterative methods determines over-

all checkpointing performance [28]. For example, SIMPLE (Semi-

Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) [39] algorithm is a

widely used numerical method to solve the Navier-Stokes equations

[19] for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) problems. For 3D

CFD problems, there are totally nine fluid-flow scalar variables,

https://doi.org/10.1145/3208040.3208050
https://doi.org/10.1145/3208040.3208050
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five of which need to be checkpointed during iterative methods. As

a result, significantly improving the checkpointing performance

of the iterative methods that it uses can significantly improve the

application performance, since most of application state used by

iterative methods. We refer readers to [38] for more details of 3D

CFD problems and SIMPLE-like algorithms in parallel.

In this work, we propose an efficient execution scheme, specifi-

cally a lossy checkpointing scheme, in order to improve the over-

all performance for iterative methods running in the presence of

failures. Unlike the traditional checkpointing approach, our lossy

checkpointing scheme integrates a lossy compression technique

into the checkpoint/restart model. That is, the checkpointing data

is compressed by a lossy compressor before being moved to the par-

allel file system (PFS), which is an approach that can significantly

reduce the run-time checkpointing overhead. Upon a failure, the

latest checkpointing file is loaded and goes through a decompres-

sion step to reconstruct the checkpointing data for the recovery of

the iterative execution.

Checkpoint/restart research has been conducted for decades in

order to optimize the performance of various large-scale scientific

executions, but lossy-compressed checkpointing is rarely studied.

Lossy compressed checkpointing raises two challenging issues. (1)

What is the impact of lossy checkpointing data on the execution

performance? Specifically, can the iterative methods still converge,

or how many extra iterations will be introduced after restarting

from a lossy checkpoint? (2) Is adopting lossy compression in the

checkpointing model a worthwhile method for improving the over-

all performance? Specifically, how much performance gain can be

achieved based on the checkpoints with reduced size?

To address such two key issues, wemake following contributions.

• We propose a novel lossy checkpointing scheme that signifi-

cantly improves the performance for iterative methods. In

particular, we exploit a lossy checkpointing scheme under

which both the lossy compression and checkpointing can be

performed efficiently for the iterative methods.

• We design a performance model that can formulate the over-

all performance of the execution with lossy checkpointing

in the presence of failures. In particular, we derive an up-

per bound for the extra number of iterations caused by the

lossy checkpoints against the reduced checkpointing over-

heads, which is a sufficient condition to determine whether

the lossy checkpointing can get a performance gain for an

iterative method in numerical linear algebra.

• We explore the impact of the lossy checkpointing on the

extra number of iterations for multiple iterative methods,

including stationary iterative methods, GMRES, and CG.

• We evaluate our lossy checkpointing scheme with optimized

checkpointing intervals based on multiple iterative methods

provided by PETSc, using both lossless and lossy compres-

sors, on a parallel environment with up to 2,048 cores. Ex-

periments show that our solution reduces the fault tolerance

overhead by 23%∼70% compared with traditional checkpoint-

ing and 20%∼58% compared with lossless checkpointing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

discuss related work. In Section 3, we describe the traditional check-

pointing method without lossy compressors. In Section 4, we pro-

pose our lossy checkpointing scheme with state-of-the-art lossy

compression techniques included, and we provide an in-depth anal-

ysis of checkpoint/restart overhead and the impact of the lossy

checkpointing on convergence. In Section 5, we present our exper-

imental evaluation results. In Section 6, we conclude with a brief

discussion of future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
Recently, a study of the Blue Waters system [12] showed that an

event that required remedial repair action occurred every 4.2 hours

on average and that systemwide events occurred approximately

every 160 hours. To avoid remedial actions such as redoing compu-

tations, researchers have designed many fault tolerance techniques

for HPC applications [15, 24, 32, 33, 52–54].

Checkpoint/Restart Techniques. One of the most widely used tech-

niques is the checkpoint/restart model, and the corresponding opti-

mization strategies have been studied for many years. Plank et al.

[40] proposed a diskless checkpointing approach that reduces the

checkpoint overhead by storing the checkpoints locally in proces-

sor memories. However, diskless checkpointing can survive only

partial failures: it is unable to deal with the failure of the whole sys-

tem. A multilevel checkpoint/restart model [10, 37] was proposed

to provide tolerance for different types of failures. Fault Tolerance

Interface (FTI) [10], for example, supports four levels of checkpoint-

ing: local storage device, partner-copy, Reed-Solomon encoding,

and PFS. Di et al. [22, 23] proposed a multilevel checkpoint/restart

model based on FTI to optimize the checkpoint intervals for dif-

ferent levels. In addition to the traditional checkpointing model, a

few studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using compression

techniques to improve the checkpointing performance. Islam et al.

[29] adopted data-aware aggregation and lossless data compression

to improve the checkpoint/restart performance. Sasaki et al. [45]

proposed a lossy compression technique based on wavelet transfor-

mation for checkpointing and explored its impact in a production

climate application. Calhoun et al. [14] verified the feasibility of

using lossy compression in checkpointing two specific PDE sim-

ulations experimentally. Their results show that the compression

errors in the checkpointing files can be masked by the numerical

errors in the discretization, leading to improved performance with-

out degraded overall accuracy in the simulation. To the best of our

knowledge, our work is the first attempt to build a generic, theoreti-

cal performance model considering the impact of lossy compression

techniques on the HPC checkpointing model and significantly im-

prove the overall performance for multiple iterative methods, such

as stationary iterative methods, GMRES, and CG.

Fault Tolerance Techniques for Iterative Methods. Iterative meth-

ods are widely used for solving systems of equations or computing

eigenvalues of large sparse matrices. Although some fault-tolerant

iterative methods have been designed, most are from an algorith-

mic level, and the performance is highly dependent on the specific

characteristics of algorithms. For example, Tao et al. [50] proposed
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an online algorithm-based fault tolerance (ABFT) approach to de-

tect and recover soft errors for general iterative methods. For some

specific iterative algorithms, Chen [17] developed an online ABFT

approach for a subset of the Krylov methods by leveraging the or-

thogonality relationship of two vectors. Bridges et al. [13] and Elliot

et al. [26] targeted GMRES based on its special characteristics and

proposed a fault-tolerant version via selective reliability. Similar to

that work, Sao and Vuduc [44] studied self-stabilizing corrections

after error detection for CG algorithm. For fail-stop failures, Langou

et al. [31] designed an algorithm-based recovery scheme for itera-

tive methods, called lossy approach, that recovers an approximation

of the lost data, but it is limited to the block Jacobi algorithm. Chen

[16] proposed an algorithm-based recovery method that utilizes

inherent redundant information for accurately recovering the lost

data, but it is limited to the memory failure situation. Agullo et

al. [4] proposed a technique that can recover from process fail-

ures followed by restarting strategies in Krylov subspace solvers

where lost entries of the iterate are interpolated to define a new

initial guess before restarting the Krylov method. Asynchronous

iterations [6] proposed by Bahi et al. are linear solvers designed to

tolerate message delays when applying the matrix in parallel.

Scientific Data Compression. Scientific data compression has been

studied for years. The data compressors can be split into two cate-

gories: lossless and lossy. Lossless compressors make sure that the

reconstructed data set after the decompression is exactly the same

as the original data set. Such a constraint may significantly limit the

compression ratio (up to 2 in general [42]) on the compression of sci-

entific data. The reason is that scientific data are composed mainly

of floating-point values and their tailing mantissa bits could be too

random to compress effectively. State-of-the-art lossy compressors

include SZ [25, 48], ZFP [34], ISABELA [30], FPZIP [35], SSEM [45],

and NUMARCK [18]. Basically, they can be categorized into two

models: prediction based and transform based. A prediction-based

compressor predicts data values for each data point and encodes

the difference between every predicted value and its corresponding

real value based on a quantization method. Typical examples are SZ

[25, 48], ISABELA [30], and FPZIP [35]. The block-transform-based

compressor transforms the original data to another space where

most of the generated data is very small (close-to-zero), such that

the data can be stored with a certain loss in terms of user-required

error bounds. For instance, SSEM [45] and ZFP [34] adopt a discrete

Wavelet transform and a customized orthogonal transform, respec-

tively. Lossy compression techniques, however, are used mainly

for saving storage space and reducing the I/O cost of dumping the

analysis data. How to make use of the lossy compressors to improve

the checkpointing performance with iterative methods is still an

open question.

3 TRADITIONAL CHECKPOINTING
TECHNIQUE FOR ITERATIVE METHODS

Before presenting our lossy checkpointing scheme, we investigate

the traditional checkpointing techniques for iterative methods.

According to a study of recovery patterns for iterative methods

by Langou et al. [31], we need to classify the variables of the algo-

rithms in order to form a fault-tolerant iterative method with the

checkpoint/recovery model. All the variables can be categorized

into three types:

• Static variables: need to be stored once, for example, the

system matrixA, the preconditioner matrixM , and the right-

hand side vector b;
• Dynamic variables: change along the iterations, for example,

the approximate solution vector x (i);
• Recomputed variables: are worth being recomputed after

a failure rather than being checkpointed; for example, the

residual vector r can be recomputed by r (i) = b −Ax (i)). The
term “worth” here means that recomputing some variables

could be faster than obtaining them through a checkpoint.

Although the recomputed variables also need to be recovered

during restarting after failures/errors, we still classify them as a

separate category because they are recovered by a different strategy.

How to recover a variable depends on the recovery overheads of

the particular strategy. A scalar computed through global vector

dot product, for example, is too expensive to compute, so it will be

treated as a dynamic variable during the checkpointing.

After the classification is finished, we can form the fault-tolerant

iterative methods with the checkpoint/recovery model as follows.

• Checkpoint

(1) Checkpoint static variables only at the beginning before

going into the execution with iterations,

(2) Checkpoint dynamic variables every several iterations.

• Recovery

(1) Recover a correct computational environment,

(2) Recover static variables,

(3) Recover dynamic variables,

(4) Recover recomputed variables based on the reconstructed

static and dynamic variables.

Based on this scheme, we can construct fault-tolerant iterative

methods based on the checkpoint/recovery technique. We use the

preconditioned CG algorithm as an example, as shown in Algo-

rithm 1. This algorithm is one of the most commonly used iterative

methods to solve sparse, symmetric, and positive-definite (SPD) lin-

ear systems. It computes successive approximations to the solution

(vector x (i)), residuals corresponding to the approximate solutions

(vector r (i)), and search directions (vector p(i)) used to update both

the approximate solutions and the residuals. Each iteration involves

one sparse matrix-vector multiplication (line 10), three vector up-

dates (lines 12, 13, and 17), and two vector inner products (lines 11

and 15). We refer readers to [8] for more details about CG method.

For the CG algorithm, the matrixA, preconditionerM , and right-

hand side vector b are static variables. The number of iterations i ,
the scalar ρ, the direction vector p(i), and the approximate solution

vector x (i) are dynamic variables. The residual vector r (i) is the
recomputed variable, since we want to reduce checkpoint time

and storage consumption. Based on the checkpoint/recovery model

for iterative methods discussed above, we perform checkpointing

for i , ρ, p(i), and x (i) every ckpt_intvl iterations; and we perform

recovering for A,M , i , ρ, p(i), and x (i) after a failure.
So far, we have constructed a fault-tolerant PCG solver with

the checkpoint/recovery technique that has a strong resilience to

failure-stop errors. Based on this scheme, we now can construct the
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Algorithm 1 Fault-tolerant preconditioned conjugate gradient

(PCG) algorithm with traditional checkpointing.

Input: linear system matrix A, preconditionerM , and right-hand

side vector b
Output: approximate solution x

1: Compute r (0) = b − Ax (0), z(0) = M−1r (0), p(0) = z(0), ρ0 =

r (0)
T
z(0) for some initial guess x (0)

2: for i = 0, 1, · · · do
3: if ((i > 0) and (i%ckpt_intvl = 0)) then
4: Checkpoint: i, ρi and p(i),x (i)

5: end if
6: if ((i > 0) and (recover)) then
7: Recover: A,M, i, ρi ,p(i),x (i)

8: Compute r (i) = b −Ax (i)

9: end if
10: q(i) = Ap(i)

11: αi = ρi/p
(i)Tq(i)

12: x (i+1) = x (i) + αip
(i)

13: r (i+1) = r (i) − αiq
(i)

14: solveMz(i+1) = r (i+1)

15: ρi+1 = r
(i+1)T z(i+1)

16: βi = ρi+1/ρi
17: p(i+1) = z(i+1) + βip

(i)

18: check convergence; continue if necessary

19: end for

fault-tolerant algorithm for any iterative method as follows. During

the recovery, the first step is to recover a correct computational

environment, such as an MPI environment. It is usually achieved

by performing a global restart of the execution. Without loss of

generality, we assume that the correct environment has been al-

ready recovered and that the recovered number of processors and

tasks is the same as the previous failed one.

During the execution of iterative methods with checkpointing

techniques, the overall checkpointing/restart cost is dominated by

the dynamic variables instead of static variables. The reason is

twofold. On the one hand, static variables are not involved in the

checkpointing period but only the recovery step, while the optimal

checkpointing frequency is generally considerably higher than the

recovery frequency (i.e., failure rate). Suppose the mean time to

interruption (MTTI) is 4 hours (i.e., 1 failure per 4 hours affecting

the execution) and setting one checkpoint takes 18 seconds. Then

the optimal checkpointing frequency is 5 checkpoints per hour

according to Young’s formula [55], which is 30 times as large as the

failure rate. On the other hand, the static variables generally have

comparable sizes with dynamic variables. Specifically, the static

variables in the iterative methods are composed of the linear sys-

tem matrix A, the preconditionerM , and right-hand side vector b.
According to SuiteSparse Matrix Collection [20] (formerly known

as University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection), the number of

nonzeros (i.e., the data that needs to be stored) in matrix A is usu-

ally of similar order to or a constant times (e.g., 1x∼10x) large than

the dimension of dynamic vectors. For preconditioner M , it can be

much more sparse than A. For example, the most commonly used

preconditioning methods—block Jacobi and incomplete LU factor-
ization (ILU)—need to store only the block diagonal matrix ofA and

the matrix L,U (where A ≈ LU ), respectively. Therefore, the data

size of static variables is usually the same order as or a constant

times large than that of dynamic variables. Taking these factors

into account, we see that the overall checkpoint/restart overhead

depends mainly on dynamic variables. Thus we focus mainly on

reducing the checkpoint/recovery overhead of the dynamic vari-

ables in iterative methods by lossy compressors. Note that when

we build the lossy checkpointing performance model (Section 4.3)

and perform the evaluation (Section 5), we take into account all the

three types of variables instead of only dynamic variables.

4 LOSSY CHECKPOINTING SCHEME FOR
ITERATIVE METHODS

In this section, we first analyze the expected overhead of check-

pointing techniques for iterative methods. We prove that reducing

the checkpointing overhead (e.g., by leveraging compression tech-

niques) can significantly improve the overall performance, espe-

cially for future HPC systems. This analysis motivates us to design

an approach to reduce the checkpointing overhead. Then, we pro-

pose our lossy checkpointing scheme that can be easily applied to

iterative methods in numerical linear algebra. We also present a

new performance model for our lossy checkpointing scheme. Based

on the model, we derive an upper bound for the number of extra

iterations caused by lossy checkpoints against the reduced check-

pointing overhead, to guarantee the performance improvement of

the lossy checkpointing scheme. We theoretically and empirically

analyze the impact of lossy checkpointing on the convergence of

iterative methods considering multiple types of iterative methods.

4.1 Theoretical Analysis of Checkpointing
Overhead for Iterative Methods

If a failure happens, we restart the computation from the last check-

pointed variables, as shown in Algorithm 2. This process is normally

called rollback. Rollback means that some previous computations

need to be performed again. Thus, the checkpointing frequency or

time interval needs to be determined carefully. Here the checkpoint-

ing interval means the mean time between two checkpoints. On the

one hand, a larger checkpointing interval means a longer rollback

in case of failure, indicating more workload to be recomputed after

the recovery; on the other hand, a smaller checkpointing interval

means more frequent checkpointing, leading to higher checkpoint-

ing overhead. How to calculate the optimal checkpointing intervals

has been studied for many years [3, 55]. Our following analysis is

based on the recovery pattern of iterative methods constructed by

Langou et al. [31].

We use the notation in Table 1 to analyze the expected fault

tolerance overhead. The overall execution timeTt can be expressed

as

Tt = NTit +Tckp
N

k
+
Tt
Tf

(Trc +Trb ).

Without loss of generality, based on Young’s formula [55], the

optimal checkpointing interval should be chosen as

k ·Tit =
√
2Tf ·Tckp , (1)
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Table 1: Notation for traditional checkpointing model

Tit Mean time of an iteration

Tckp Mean time to perform a checkpoint

Trc
Mean time to recover the application with the correct

environment and data from the last checkpoint

Trb
Mean time to perform a rollback of some redundant

computations

Tf Mean time to interruption

TCRoverhead Mean time overhead of checkpoint/recovery

λ Failure rate, i.e, 1/Tf

k
Checkpoint frequency - a checkpoint is performed

every k iterations

N Number of iterations to converge without failures

and the expected mean time to perform a roll back, namely, Trb , is
kTit /2. Thus,

Tt = NTit +Tckp
Tt√

2Tf ·Tckp
+
Tt
Tf

(Trc +

√
2Tf ·Tckp

2

)

= NTit +Tt (

√
2Tckp

Tf
+
Trc
Tf

) = NTit +Tt (
√
2λTckp + λTrc ).

Similar to [31], we therefore can get the expected overall execu-

tion time as

Tt =
NTit

1 −
√
2λTckp − λTrc

, (2)

and the fault tolerance overhead is

TCRoverhead = Tt − NTit = NTit ·

√
2λTckp + λTrc

1 −
√
2λTckp − λTrc

, (3)

where NTit is the basic productive execution time with N itera-

tions to converge. Note that in the paper, we use fault tolerance
overhead to refer to the performance overhead caused by check-

points/recoveries and failure events, which is equal to the total

running time taking away the basic productive execution time (i.e.,

Tt−NTit ).
We assume Trc ≈ Tckp without loss of generality. Then we can

simplify the expected fault tolerance overhead as follows.

TCRoverhead ≈ NTit ·

√
2λTckp + λTckp

1 −
√
2λTckp − λTckp

(4)

Moreover, we can calculate the ratio of the expected fault tolerance

overhead to the basic productive execution time as Equation (5).

TCRoverhead
NTit

=

√
2λTckp + λTckp

1 −
√
2λTckp − λTckp

(5)

Now the expected fault tolerance overhead depends only on

the failure rate λ and time of one checkpoint Tckp . Based on this

formula, we can plot the expected overhead of checkpoint/recovery

based on different λ and Tckp , as shown in Figure 1. We choose λ
from 0 to 3.5 failures per hour (i.e., MTTI from about 20 minutes

to infinity) and Tckp from 0 to 140 seconds. Note that the MTTI

represents the expected period at which the application execution is

Failure	rate	(per	hour) Time	of	one	checkpoint	(s)

0.7
1.4

2.1

3.5
2.8

40

20

60

80

100

Figure 1: Expected fault tolerance overhead with different
failure rates and checkpoint time.

interrupted. Based on our experimental evaluation, checkpointing

one dynamic vector x once without compression takes about 120

seconds with 2, 048 processes/cores on the Bebop cluster [1] at

Argonne National Laboratory. In our experiment, the number of

elements in the vector is set to 10
10

(with 78.8 GB double-precision

floating-point data), which is the largest problem size that the three

iterative methods (Jacobi, GMRES, and CG) can be run on the

Bebop using 2,048 cores. We adopt the FTI library [10] with MPI-IO

for checkpointing because of its high I/O efficiency confirmed in

recent studies [51]. More details are presented in the experimental

evaluation section.

Figure 1 illustrates that the expected fault tolerance overhead

can be as high as 40% withTckp = 120s if the MTTI is about hourly.

On future extreme-scale systems with millions of components, the

failure rate may be higher, and the fault tolerance overhead issue

could be more severe. From Figure 1, we see that reducing the check-

pointing time can significantly improve the overall performance of

checkpoint/restart, especially under a higher error rate scenario.

4.2 Lossy Checkpointing Scheme for Iterative
Methods

Our lossy checkpointing scheme based on an iterative method has

two key steps.

• Compress dynamic variables with lossy compressor before

each checkpointing.

• Decompress compressed dynamic variables after each recov-

ering.

We still use the CG algorithm as an example, as shown in Algo-

rithm 2, and the lossy checkpointing scheme can be applied to other

iterative methods similarly. Because of space limitations, we present

only the lossy checkpointing part without the original computa-

tions in Algorithm 2. The lossy compression and decompression

procedures are marked in bold. We note that the CG algorithm

maintains a series of orthogonality relations between the residual

vectors r and the direction vectors p. Specifically, (1) p(k) and Aq(j),

(2) r (k ) and p(j), and (3) r (k) and r (j) are orthogonal to each other,

where j < k . However, these orthogonality relations may be broken
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Algorithm 2 Fault-tolerant preconditioned conjugate gradient al-

gorithm with lossy checkpointing technique

Input: linear system matrix A, preconditionerM , and right-hand

side vector b
Output: approximate solution x

1: Initialization: same as line 1 in Algorithm 1

2: for i = 0, 1, · · · do
3: if ((i > 0) and (i%ckpt_intvl = 0)) then
4: Compress: x (i) with lossy compressor
5: Checkpoint: i and compressed x (i)

6: end if
7: if ((i > 0) and (recover)) then
8: Recover: A,M, i and compressed x (i)

9: Decompress: x (i) with lossy compressor
10: Compute r (i) = b −Ax (i)

11: SolveMz(i) = r (i)

12: p(i) = z(i)

13: ρi = r
(i)T z(i)

14: end if
15: Computation: same as lines 10–17 in Algorithm 1

16: end for

after a recovery because of the errors introduced by lossy com-

pression. Unfortunately, the convergence rate of the CG algorithm

(which is superlinear) is highly dependent on these orthogonality

relations. Hence, after a recovery from lossy checkpointing, the

CG algorithm may lose the superlinear convergence rate, leading

to a slow convergence [44]. To avoid this situation, we adopt a

restarted scheme for the CG algorithm (restarted CG) [41], in which

the computed approximate solution xi is periodically treated as a

new guess. In this case, we need to checkpoint only the vector xi
during the execution. The decompressed xi is used as a new ini-

tial guess, and a new series of orthogonal vectors is reconstructed

for the execution, such that a superlinear convergence rate can be

rebuilt after restart.

Some studies of iterativemethods have proved that such a restarted

version of iterative methods (i.e., restarting by treating the current

approximate solution vector as a new initial guess) may bring im-

portant advantages [4, 41, 43]. On the one hand, it suffers from less

time and space complexity compared to their classic counterparts.

For example, in practice, GMRES is often used to be restarted every

a number of iterations (denoted by k) with the vector xk as a new

initial guess; and it is often denoted by GMRES(k). Without the

periodically restarting feature, the total time and space complex-

ity of GMRES will both grow with an increasing rate of N 2
over

the time step N . By contrast, the time and space complexity of

GMRES(k) will be limited under a constant cost over the execu-

tion. On the other hand, some studies [4, 43] have proved that the

restarted scheme may not delay the convergence but even acceler-

ate it, in that the periodically refreshed settings may enable the

convergence to jump out of local search of the solution. In Section

4.4, we present more details regarding CG and GMRES with lossy

checkpointing. In the following discussion, we always use CG and

GMRES to denote the restarted CG and GMRES, respectively, in

the context of lossy checkpointing. For these restarted iterative

methods, the only dynamic variable we need to checkpoint is the

approximate solution vector x . As shown in Section 3, however,

even checkpointing one dynamic vector will still lead to a severe

performance issue for current or future HPC systems.

Users can follow the belowworkflow to easily integrate our lossy

checkpointing for iterative methods with existing HPC applications:

(1) initialize application; (2) register variables external to the solver to
checkpoint; (3) start application’s computations/iterations; (4) enter

the solver’s library; (5) register the solver’s variables to checkpoint in
the library; (6) iterate the solver; (7) save or restore the application
and solver’s variables; (8) continue to iterate the solver; (9) exit the

solver’s library; (10) continue application’s computations/iterations

(if needed); (11) exit application. Specifically, users can use the APIs,

Protect() and Snapshot(), provided by our lossy checkpointing

library to register and save/restore variables, as discussed in (2), (5),

and (7).

4.3 Performance Model of Lossy
Checkpointing

In this subsection, we build a performance model for the lossy

checkpointing scheme, which is fundamental for analyzing the

lossy checkpointing performance theoretically. Based on this per-

formance model, we further derive a sufficient condition, an upper

bound of the extra number of iterations caused by lossy data (i.e.,

Equation (9)), for guaranteeing the performance improvement of

the lossy checkpointing scheme. Building the performance model

requires a few more parameters, as listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Notations used in the lossy checkpointing perfor-
mance model

Tcomp Mean time of performing lossy compression

Tdecomp Mean time of performing lossy decompression

T tradckp Mean time of performing one traditional checkpoint

T
lossy
ckp Mean time of performing a lossy checkpointing

T
lossyCR
overhead Time overhead of performing lossy checkpoint/recovery

N ′
Mean number of extra iterations caused by per lossy recovery

Since lossy compression introduces errors in the reconstructed

dynamic variable(s), the solver may suffer from a delay to converge.

Suppose one recovery will cause extra N ′
iterations to the conver-

gence on average, then the total execution time can be rewritten

as

Tt = NTit +T
lossy
ckp

N

k
+
Tt
Tf

(N ′Tit +T
lossy
rc +Trb ), (6)

because lossy checkpointing needs to perform one decompression

during each recovery, lossy checkpointing needs to perform one

compression during each checkpoint, and each recovery will delay

N ′
iterations on average. Note that T

lossy
ckp and T

lossy
rc include the

compression time Tcomp and decompression time Tdecomp , respec-

tively. According to [25, 34, 48], Tcomp and Tdecomp are usually

stable for a fixed compression accuracy.

Although the checkpointing/restarting time may differ across

various iterations because of different data sizes due to various com-

pression ratios, most well-known iterative methods can converge

quickly such that the value of each element in the approximate
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solution changes little in the following execution. Hence, the check-

pointing data and its size will not change dramatically after several

initial iterations, and T
lossy
ckp and T

lossy
rc can be assumed to be inde-

pendent of iterations without loss of generality.

Similar to Section 3, we can derive the expected execution time

with lossy checkpointing as

Tt =
NTit

1 −

√
2λT

lossy
ckp − λT

lossy
rc − λN ′Tit

and the expected performance overhead of lossy checkpointing as

T
lossyCR
overhead = NTit ·

√
2λT

lossy
ckp + λT

lossy
rc + λN ′Tit

1 −

√
2λT

lossy
ckp − λT

lossy
rc − λN ′Tit

. (7)

Similarly, we can use T
lossy
ckp to approximate T

lossy
rc and simplify

the performance overhead formula to

T
lossyCR
overhead ≈ NTit ·

√
2λT

lossy
ckp + λT

lossy
ckp + λN ′Tit

1 −

√
2λT

lossy
ckp − λT

lossy
ckp − λN ′Tit

. (8)

Now, we can derive a sufficient condition for iterative methods

such that the lossy checkpointing schemewith a lossy compressor is

able to obtain a performance gain over the traditional checkpointing

scheme without lossy compression techniques.

Theorem 1. Denote λ and Tit by the expected failure rate and
expected execution time of an iteration, respectively. The lossy check-
pointing scheme will improve the execution performance for an itera-
tive method as long as the following inequality holds.

N ′ ≤ (f (T tradckp , λ) − f (T tradckp , λ))/(λTit ),

where f (t , λ) =
√
2λt + λt

(9)

Proof. To have the lossy checkpointing overhead be lower than

that of traditional checkpointing, we make Equation (8) smaller

than Equation (4):√
2λT lossy

ckp +λT lossy
ckp +λN ′Tit

1−

√
2λT lossy

ckp −λT lossy
ckp −λN ′Tit

≤

√
2λT trad

ckp +λT
trad
ckp

1−
√
2λT trad

ckp −λT trad
ckp

.

Further simplifying this inequality, we can get the following

formula with respect to the upper bound of N ′
.

N ′ ≤
(
√
2λT trad

ckp +λT
trad
ckp )−(

√
2λT lossy

ckp +λT lossy
ckp )

λTit

Rewriting this inequality with f (t , λ) =
√
2λt + λt will lead to

Equation (9). □

We give an example to explain how to use Theorem 1 in practice.

Based on our experiments running GMRES on the Bebop cluster

with 2,048 cores, we noted that the lossy compression technique

can reduce the checkpointing time Tckp from 120 seconds to 25

seconds for GMRES with a checkpoint of about 80 GB data (details

are presented later in Figure 5). Suppose the MTTI of a system is

one hour (i.e., λ = 1/3600) and that the GMRES algorithm requires

5, 875 iterations with a total of 7, 160 seconds to converge. Then the

mean time of one iteration, namely,Tit , is about 1.2 seconds.We can

derive the maximum acceptable number of extra iterations to be 500

based on Equation (9). Hence, using a lossy checkpointing scheme

is worthwhile if one recovery (with compression error introduced

by lossy checkpointing) causes extra 500 or fewer iterations (about

9% of total iterations) to converge,

4.4 Impact Analysis of Lossy Checkpointing on
Iterative Methods

In this subsection, we analyze the impact of lossy checkpointing

on iterative methods, including stationary iterative methods, GM-

RES, and CG. Based on our analysis, we conclude that our lossy

checkpointing technique can be applied to most of the iterative

methods in numerical linear algebra for reducing the fault tolerance

overhead.

4.4.1 Stationary Iterative Methods. We analyze the impact of

lossy checkpointing on the convergence of four representative

iterative methods: Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, successive overrelaxation,

and symmetric successive overrelaxation. The stationary iterative

methods can be expressed in the following simple form,

x (i) = Gx (i−1) + c,

where G and c are a constant matrix and a vector, respectively.

Let R denote the spectral radius of matrixG , which is the largest

eigenvalue of the matrix G. The convergence rate of a stationary
iterative method is determined by its value. Specifically, let x∗

denote the exact solution of the linear system:

| |x (i) − x∗ | | ≈ Ri · | |x (0) − x∗ | |.

Since the initial guess x (0) could be any vector and it is set to 0 in

general, we have

| |x (i) − x∗ | | ≈ Ri · | |x∗ | |. (10)

Suppose the stationary methods encounter a failure and restart

at the t th iteration, and we denote that the lossy compression

introduces an error vector e to x (t ) by following relative error

bound without loss of generality. Here the relative error bound

means |x
(t )
i − x

′(t )
i | ≤ eb · |x

(t )
i | for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where eb is the

relative error bound, x
(t )
i is the ith element of vector x (t ), and n is

the vector length. The computation will start from x (t ) +e (denoted

by x ′(t )) instead of x (t ). We derive the following theorem to obtain

the range of the expected upper bound of the number of extra
iterations for the stationary iterative methods.

Theorem 2. Based on the convergence rate (Equation (10)), the
expected upper bound of the number of extra iterations for the station-
ary iterative methods falls into the interval [N+12 − logR(R

N+1
2 + eb),

N − logR(R
N + eb)], where eb is a constant relative error bound and

R and N remain the same definitions as in the earlier discussion.

Proof. Based on the definition of the relative error bound eb,
we have | |e | | ≤ eb · | |x (t ) | |. Then, we can get

| |x ′(t ) − x∗ | | = | |x (t ) + e − x∗ | | ≤ | |x (t ) − x∗ | | + | |e | | (11)

≤ Rt · | |x∗ | | + eb · | |x (t ) | |.
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After anotherm iterations from erroneous vector x ′(t ), we have

| |x (t+m) − x∗ | | ≈ Rm · | |x ′(t ) − x∗ | |.

Then, based on Equation (11), we derive the following inequality.

| |x (t+m) − x∗ | | ≤ Rm (Rt · | |x∗ | | + eb · | |x (t ) | |) (12)

Let us consider how to choose anm to ensure | |x (t+m) − x∗ | | ≤
| |x (t ) − x∗ | |, so that the residual norm between the approximate

solution and exact solution will return to the previous value after

m steps. Based on Equation (12), if we assure

Rm (Rt · | |x∗ | | + eb · | |x (t ) | |) ≤ | |x (t ) − x∗ | |, (13)

then | |x (t+m)−x∗ | | ≤ | |x (t )−x∗ | | will hold. Also, based on Equation

(10), | |x (t ) − x∗ | | ≈ Rt | |x∗ | |, Equation (13) is equivalent to

Rm (Rt · | |x∗ | | + eb · | |x (t ) | |) ≤ Rt | |x∗ | |.

Therefore,m ≥ logR
Rt · | |x ∗ | |

(Rt · | |x ∗ | |+eb · | |xt | |)
.

Without loss of generality, | |x (t ) | | is likely close to | |x∗ | | after
running with a few initial iterations, so we have the following

approximation:

logR
Rt · | |x∗ | |

(Rt · | |x∗ | | + eb · | |x (t ) | |)
≈ logR

Rt

(Rt + eb)
.

As a result of these inequalities, as long asm ≥ logR
Rt

(Rt+eb) , we

will assure | |x (t+m) − x∗ | | ≤ | |x (t ) − x∗ | |. In other words, the sta-

tionary iterative methods need to take extra logR
Rt

(Rt+eb) iterations

at most for convergence to the same accuracy. To conclude, if the

stationary methods restart at the tth iteration with relative error

bound eb, the upper bound of extra iterations N ′
is t− logR (R

t +eb).
We now can calculate the range of the expected upper bound

of extra iterations for the stationary iterative methods based on

the monotonicity and convexity of t − logR (R
t + eb) and Jensen

inequality. Because of space limitations, we omit the details here.

□

4.4.2 GMRES. The generalized minimum residual method pro-

posed by Saad and Schultsz [43] is a Krylov subspace method for

solving a large, sparse linear system with no constraint on the coef-

ficient system matrix, especially for solving nonsymmetric systems.

The method minimizes the norm of residual vector over a Krylov

subspace at every iteration. Considering the cost growth of GMRES,

it is often executed with the restarting scheme. In the following

discussion, we use GMRES and restarted GMRES interchangeably.

Although GMRES has a good ability to resist silent data corruption

[26], protecting GMRES against fail-stop errors still has to rely on

a checkpointing technique.

Unlike the stationary iterative methods, analyzing the extra

convergence steps for nonstationary methods is difficult in theory.

However, we propose an adaptive scheme to determine the error

bound for GMRES with lossy checkpointing as follows.

Theorem 3. For the GMRES method, after a restart with lossy
checkpointing, the new residual norm is controlled close to or at least
on the same order as the previous residual if the relative error bound
eb is set to O(| |r (t ) | |/| |b | |).

Proof. Similar to Equation (11), we have the following.

| |r ′(t ) | | = | |b −Ax ′(t ) | | = | |b −Ax (t ) +A(x (t ) − x ′(t ))| |

≤ | |r (t ) | | + | |Ae | | ≤ | |r (t ) | | + eb · | |Ax (t ) | |

= | |r (t ) | | + eb · | |b − r (t ) | | ≤ (1 + eb)| |r (t ) | | + eb · | |b | |

≈ | |r (t ) | | + eb · | |b | | (14)

If eb is set to O(| |r (t ) | |/| |b | |), then eb · | |b | | is O(| |r (t ) | |); hence,
| |r (t ) | | + eb · | |b | | is O(| |r (t ) | |), which means that the new resid-

ual norm | |r ′(t ) | | will be of the same order as the previous residual

norm | |r (t ) | | based on Equation (14). □

Thanks to error-bounded compressors such as SZ and ZFP, one

can easily control the distortion of data within eb · | |x (t ) | |. Theorem
3 indicates that the convergence rate of GMRES will not degrade if

the distortion of lossy checkpointing data follows a relative error

bound | |r (t ) | |/| |b | |, where t is the current iteration number.

Nowwe can get a reasonable expected number of extra iterations

for GMRES. As presented in Langou et al.’s study [31], if it is the

same order of residual normwith which the restarted GMRES forms

a new approximate solution, GMRES will converge to the same ac-

curacy with no delay or even exhibit an accelerated convergence

sometimes. The key reason is that the GMRES is easy to stagnate

in its practical execution. If a failure occurs during the stagnation,

the alternated recovered data can form a new approximate solution

with different spectral properties, which may help GMRES jump

out of the stagnation. This phenomenon has been theoretically and

empirically observed and proved by Langou et al. [31]. Considering

such a feature, the restarted GMRES with our proposed lossy check-

pointing can converge without any delay based on the compression

error bound suggested by Theorem 3 with an ensured, controlled

residual norm. Thus, we can set the expected N ′
of GMRES with

lossy checkpointing to 0. As a result, our lossy checkpointing is

highly suitable for the restarted GMRES.

4.4.3 Conjugate Gradient. The conjugate gradient method is

usually used in non-restarted style and has a superlinear conver-

gence rate. As discussed in Section 4.2, however, we adopt restarted

CG with lossy checkpointing. After a restart, it has to re-establish

a new Krylov subspace based on the new initial guess. In our case,

the new initial guess is the recovered vector x ′t (decompressed by

lossy compressor). This process can lead to a delay of convergence

to some extent. Unlike the GMRES method, even if we can ensure

that eb · | |x (t ) | | is the same order as | |x (t ) − x∗ | |, shown in Equa-

tion (14), the extra convergence steps for CG exhibit a property of

randomness. Thus, for the CG method, we turn from theoretical

analysis to an empirical evaluation for N ′
.

For each experiment, we randomly select an iteration to compress

the approximate solution vector, decompress it to continue the

computations, and then count the number of extra iterations. We

evaluate the average extra iterations with different relative error

bounds, as shown in Figure 2. The figure shows that the errors

introduced by lossy checkpointing may delay the convergence of

CGmethod to a certain extent. Based on our evaluation, the average

extra iterations varies from 10% to 25% with different error bounds.
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Figure 2: Average extra iterations of CG method per lossy
recovery with different error bounds.

4.4.4 Reproducibility with Lossy Checkpointing. Based on our

experiments, iterative methods with our lossy checkpointing can

still converge to a solution that satisfies the user-set accuracy. More-

over, the variance of the solution is much smaller than the user-set

convergence tolerance threshold. Hence, our lossy checkpointing

has an impact on bit-level reproducibility but only has a negligible

impact on tolerance-based reproducibility of iterative methods and

outer applications.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our proposed lossy checkpointing tech-

nique for iterative methods and compare it with traditional check-

pointing and lossless checkpointing.

5.1 Experimental Setting
We conduct our evaluation using 2,048 cores (i.e., 64 nodes, each

with two Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 processors and 128 GBmemory, and

each processor with 16 cores) from the Bebop cluster [1] at Argonne

National Laboratory. Its I/O and storage systems are typical of high-

end supercomputer facilities.

We implement our lossy checkpointing technique based on the

FTI checkpointing library (v0.9.5) [10] and SZ lossy compression

library (v1.4.12) [48]. The code is available in [49]. We use the

MPI-IO mode [51] in FTI to write the checkpointing data to the par-

allel file system. For the lossy compression, compared with other

lossy compressors (such as ZFP [34] and Tucker decomposition

[5]), SZ has a better performance for 1D data sets, as demonstrated

in [25, 48]. Most dynamic variables in lossy checkpointing are 1D

vectors; hence, in this paper, we select SZ as our lossy compres-

sion approach. We use a reasonable relative error bound of 10
−4

[25, 48] for Jacobi and CG and set the relative error bound sug-

gested by Theorem 3 for GMRES. We choose the Gzip [21] lossless

compressor to represent the state-of-the-art lossless compression

for comparison. We call the checkpointing without compression

as “traditional checkpointing” and the checkpointing with lossless

compression as “lossless checkpointing” in order to correspond to

lossy checkpointing.

We evaluate our proposed lossy checkpointing technique for

the iterative methods implemented in PETSc (v3.8) [7]. We adopt

its default preconditioner (block Jacobi with ILU/IC) and use the

relative convergence tolerance
1
(denoted by rtol) of 1e−4, 7e−5,

and 1e−7 for Jacobi, GMRES, and CG, respectively. For GMRES,

we use PETSc’s recommended setting 30 as its restarted step (i.e.,

GMRES(30)).

1
relative decrease in the (possibly preconditioned) residual norm with the default value

of 10
−5

in PETSc.

Table 3: Problem sizes and average checkpoint sizes with dif-
ferent iterative methods and number of processes on Bebop

Num.
of

Proc.

Problem
Size

Checkpoint Size Per Proc (MB)
Traditional

Checkpointing
Lossless

Checkpointing
Lossy

Checkpointing
Jacobi GMRES CG Jacobi GMRES CG Jacobi GMRES CG

256 1088
3

38.4 38.4 76.8 5.99 34.6 69.5 1.33 1.23 1.69

512 1368
3

38.2 38.2 76.4 5.96 34.0 71.2 1.35 1.13 1.58

768 1568
3

38.3 38.3 76.6 5.98 34.1 73.6 1.37 1.21 1.47

1024 1728
3

38.4 38.4 76.8 5.99 34.0 69.4 1.28 1.18 1.49

1280 1856
3

39.9 39.9 79.8 6.24 33.6 69.1 1.33 1.19 1.46

1536 1968
3

39.7 39.7 79.4 6.20 33.1 69.2 1.23 1.17 1.42

1792 2064
3

39.3 39.3 78.6 6.13 32.8 70.7 1.30 1.17 1.35

2048 2160
3

39.4 39.4 78.8 6.15 32.7 67.9 1.16 1.16 1.33

For demonstration purposes, we focus on solving the follow-

ing sparse linear system (arising from discretizing a 3D Poisson’s

equation):

An3×n3xn3×1 = bn3×1, (15)

where

An3×n3 =

©«

Mn2×n2 In2×n2

In2×n2 Mn2×n2 In2×n2

. . .
. . .

. . .

In2×n2 Mn2×n2 In2×n2

In2×n2 Mn2×n2

ª®®®®®®¬
,

Mn2×n2 =

©«

Tn×n In×n
In×n Tn×n In×n

. . .
. . .

. . .

In×n Tn×n In×n
In×n Tn×n

ª®®®®®®¬
,

Tn×n =

©«

−6 1

1 −6 1

. . .
. . .

. . .

1 −6 1

1 −6

ª®®®®®®¬
,

so that we can increase the problem size as the scale increases.

Note that all stationary methods are similar to each other. Hence,

without loss of generality, we focus our experiments for stationary

iterative methods on the Jacobi method. For nonstationary methods,

we note that the sparse matrix An3×n3 is symmetric and positive

definite; hence, it can be used to test both CG and GMRES.

In this paper, we focus mainly on the weak-scaling study for

performance evaluation. We choose the largest problem size that

can be held in memory by using 2,048 cores (i.e., 64 nodes) for

GMRES(30), as shown in Table 3. For consistency, we also adopt

these sizes for the Jacobi method and CG. Table 3 also shows the

corresponding checkpointing sizes per process with different scales

(from 256 to 2, 048 processes) and different checkpointing solutions.

5.2 Evaluation of Iterative Methods with
Large-scale Sparse Matrix from SuiteSparse

Before evaluating the lossy checkpointing for iterative methods, we

first evaluate the productive execution time of iterative methods

with the largest symmetric indefinite sparse matrix (i.e., KKT240

with around 28 million linear equations) in SuiteSparse [20] using

4,096 processes/cores on the Bebeop cluster at Argonne, as shown

in Figure 3. Symmetric indefinite KKT matrices are generated from
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Figure 3: Average productive execution times and numbers
of convergence iterations for solving matrix KKT240 once
usingGMRES and Jacobi preconditionerwith different num-
ber of processes on Bebop.

a nonlinear programming problems for a 3D PDE-constrained opti-

mization problem [47]. We refer readers to [46] for more details of

the matrices. Note that we use GMRES for demonstration purpose,

since it is much faster than Jacobi and CG cannot handle indefinite

matrix. We test all the preconditioners listed in the PETSc’s website

[2] and choose the best one (i.e., Jacobi preconditioner). We use

the relative convergence tolerance of 1e−6. Figure 3 shows that the

average productive execution time for solving KKT240 once with

GMRES needs to take more than one hour with 4,096 processes.

Moreover, we note that the dimensions of the matrices collected by

SuiteSparse grow exponentially with years [20]. Therefore, it will

be more common to spend hours to days running iterative methods

with a large number of ranks in parallel for very large-scale sparse

linear systems; on the other hand, the mean time between failures

for petascale supercomputers could be hourly or even less than one

hour, as demonstrated by a recent study [36] based on a three-year

statistic of Sunway TaihuLight supercomputer [27]. These results

demonstrate that checkpointing during iterative methods is very

important for the future HPC applications and exascale systems.

5.3 Theoretical Performance Investigation
We next perform the experiments with three checkpointing so-

lutions under a fixed checkpoint frequency. The objective is to

obtain the mean size and time of one checkpoint/recovery across

different iterations from beginning to end for the three solutions.

We set the checkpointing/recovering frequency to six times per

hour and run each experiment for five times to ensure that the

checkpoints/recoveries can cover the entire iteration. We calcu-

late the average size and time of one checkpoint/recovery with

different scales. We present the average checkpoint/recovery sizes

for Jacobi, GMRES, and CG in Table 3. We present the average

checkpoint/recovery time with different checkpointing solutions

for Jacobi, GMRES, and CG in Figures 4, 5, and 6, respectively.

Table 3 illustrates that lossy compression can significantly re-

duce the checkpointing size compared with traditional and lossless

checkpointing. Specifically, SZ lossy compression can reduce the

checkpointing size to about 1/20 ∼ 1/60, whereas the lossless com-

pression can achieve a compression ratio only up to about 6. Conse-

quently, the checkpoint/recovery time can be reduced significantly

for Jacobi, GMRES, and CG compared with the other two solutions,
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Figure 4: Average time of one checkpoint and recovery for
Jacobi with different checkpointing techniques on Bebop.

as shown in Figure 4, 5, and 6. Comparing the three figures, we can

see that the lossy checkpointing reduce checkpoint/recovery time

more significantly for CG than for Jacob and GMRES. The reason

is that the traditional and lossless checkpointing methods need to

checkpoint/recover two vectors (x and p) for CG (as shown in line 4

in Algorithm 1) [16, 17], in that reinitializing p based x will lead to

unknown delays (extra iterations). However, we have investigated

the impact of lossy checkpoints on extra iterations of restarted CG,

thus only the vector x needs to be checkpointed/recovered in our

lossy checkpointing scheme. In addition, it is also observed that

the checkpointing and recovery overhead both increase approx-

imately linearly with the number of processes, because of linear

increasing of the total checkpointing data size and the constant I/O

bandwidth. In fact, such an I/O time increase is inevitable for any

PFS considering the limited I/O bandwidth.

We include the compression and decompression time in the

checkpoint/recovery time. The recovery time also contains the time

to reconstruct static variables, including matrix A, preconditioner
M , and right-hand side vector b. As shown in [48], because of no

communication in parallel compression and decompression, the

efficiency of parallel compression can stay at 90%, and the compres-

sion and decompression speed can reach 80 and 180 GB/s with 1,024

cores, respectively. Therefore, the compression and decompression

take only a small portion of time in the checkpoint/recovery. Specif-

ically, compressing and decompressing the 78.8 GB of checkpoint-

ing data take only about 0.5 seconds and 0.2 seconds, respectively.
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Figure 5: Average time of one checkpoint and recovery for
GMRES with different checkpointing techniques on Bebop.

Such cost is nearly negligible compared with the average check-

point/recovery time. Note that the time spent on I/O will increase

with the number of processors, because of the inevitable bottleneck

of the bandwidth when writing/reading data by many processes

simultaneously (even with parallel I/O). By contrast, parallel com-

pression/decompression time increases little with the number of

processors, which means the performance gains by lossy check-

pointing will increase with scales.

Based on the evaluated checkpointing time for different itera-

tive methods (as shown in Figure 4, 5, and 6) and Equation (8), we

can theoretically analyze the expected fault tolerance overhead

for Jacobi, GMRES, and CG with two failure rates (i.e., MTTI = 1

hour and MTTI = 3 hours), as shown in Figure 7. Note that for the

Jacobi method, the expectation of N ′
is about 6, which is calculated

based on the interval [N+12 − logR(R
N+1
2 + eb), N − logR(R

N + eb)],
where N = 3941 and eb = 10

−4
. We estimate the spectral radius R

based on the final relative norm error and the number of conver-

gence iterations. In our experiments, R ≈ 0.99998. Following the

discussion in Section 4.4, we set N ′
to 0 for GMRES and 594 for CG

(i.e., 25% of the CG’s total iterations).

Figure 7 illustrates that for both failure rates, the expected fault

tolerance overhead of our proposed lossy checkpointing is always

better than that of the other two solutions for Jacob and GMRES.

For CG, the expected overhead of lossy checkpointing is better than

that of the other two solutions when the number of processes is

greater than 1536 and 768 for the two failure rates, respectively. We
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Figure 6: Average time of one checkpoint and recovery for
CG with different checkpointing techniques on Bebop.

note that in Figure 7, the curves with lossy checkpointing increase

much slowly than the curves with other two checkpointing solu-

tions, thus demonstrating that our proposed lossy checkponting

is expected to achieve more performance gain as scale increases

compared with the other two solutions. In the next subsection we

will use the optimal checkpoint interval with given failure rate to

experimentally prove this conclusion.

5.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this subsection, we evaluate the fault tolerance overhead experi-

mentally for the three solutions with their corresponding optimal

checkpointing intervals in the presence of injected failures. As de-

scribed in Section 2, theMTTI can be almost hourly; hence, we inject

failures with the rate being one failure per hour (i.e., Tf = 3600

seconds) in the experiment. Each failure may occur randomly at

any time, including during computations of iterative methods and

in the checkpoint/recovery period. The failure intervals follow an

exponential distribution, because this is a common behavior of a

system for most of its lifetime. According to Young’s formula (as

shown in Equation (1)), we can calculate the optimal checkpointing

interval for the three solutions based on this failure rate and their

checkpointing time as shown in Figure 5. Specifically, the calcu-

lated optimal checkpoint intervals for the traditional, lossless, and

lossy checkpointing are 16 minutes, 12 minutes, and 7 minutes,

respectively. We run each case with 2,048 processes/cores on Bebop

ten times and investigate the average overall running time. The
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baseline time of the iterative methods is the overall productive

execution time of solving the 3D Poisson equation (as shown in

Equation (15)) once without checkpointing and failure interruption.

Specifically, the baseline times of Jacobi, GMRES, and CG are about

50 minutes, 120 minutes, and 35 minutes, respectively. We also

compare the experimental overhead with the expected overhead

derived theoretically by our performance model.

Figure 8 presents the numbers of convergence iterations with

lossy checkpointing for Jacobi, GMRES, and CG compared with
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Figure 10: Experimental overhead versus expected over-
head of fault-tolerant Jacobi, GMRES, and CGwith different
checkpointing techniques on Bebop.

their baseline executions (failure-free) on the Bebop cluster with

2,048 processes. The experiments illustrate that lossy checkpointing

under our settings (including convergence accuracy, error bound

and failure rate) introduces no delay (i.e., 0 extra iterations) on

the convergence for Jacobi method, as shown in Figure 8. This is

consistent with our theoretical analysis in Section 4.4.1: the upper

bound of the number of extra iterations N ′
is 6, based on the in-

terval [N+12 − logR(R
N+1
2 + eb),N − logR(R

N + eb)] with N = 3941

and eb = 10
−4
. Figure 8 shows that lossy checkpointing slightly

accelerates the convergence of GMRES in the condition of bound-

ing the jump of the residual (Theorem 3), which is consistent with

the analysis and discussion presented in Section 4.4.2. Figure 8

also illustrates that the lossy checkpointing with eb = 10
−4

and

Tf = 3600 seconds will delay the convergence of CG by 24.8% on

average in terms of the convergence iterations, which is consistent

with the analysis presented in Section 4.4.3 (as shown in Figure 2).

In Figure 9, we show two typical example executions of Jacobi

method with lossy checkpointing. It shows that after a lossy recov-

ery, Jacobi method can quickly converge to the same residual value

as the failure-free Jacobi does, with no extra iterations.

In Figure 10 we present the average fault tolerance overhead

of these three solutions with 2,048 processes on Bebop. Here the

fault tolerance overhead refers to the overall running time taking

away the baseline time. The figure illustrates that our proposed

lossy checkpointing outperforms the other two solutions with Ja-

cobi, GMRES, and CG. Specifically, for Jacobi, our solution reduces
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the fault tolerance overhead by 59% compared with the traditional

checkpointing and 24% compared with the lossless checkpointing.

For GMRES, our solution outperforms the traditional checkpoint-

ing and the lossless checkpointing by 70% and 58%, respectively, in

terms of the fault tolerance overhead. For CG, our solution reduce

the fault tolerance overhead by 23% and 20% compared with the

traditional and lossless checkpointing, respectively. Note that the

experimental overheads for traditional and lossless checkpointing

are higher than their expected overheads except for Jacobi with loss-

less checkpointing. The reason could be that the expected overhead

formulas (Equations (4) and (8)) assume that the checkpointing time

equals the recovery time, namely, Trc = Tckp . Except for Jacobi
with lossless checkpointing, however, the other solutions’ recovery

time is higher than their checkpointing time, as shown in Figures

4, 5, and 6, because of reconstructing static variables. Hence, it will

lead to a loss of accuracy between the experimental results and the

expected analysis in terms of the fault tolerance overhead. Note

that for our lossy checkpointing, there is only a small difference (up

to about 10%) between the experimental overhead and the expected

overhead, as shown in Figure 10.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we propose a novel, efficient lossy checkpointing

scheme, by exploring how to efficiently leverage the lossy com-

pression technique to improve the overall checkpointing/restart

performance for iterative methods in failure prone environment.

We have four significant contributions: (1) we propose a lossy check-

pointing scheme that can significantly improve the checkpointing

performance for iterative methods; (2) we formulate the lossy check-

pointing performance model and quantify the tradeoff between the

reduced checkpointing overhead and the extra number of iterations

caused by the compression errors; (3) we analyze the impact of the

lossy checkpointing for multiple types of iterative methods; and

(4) we evaluate the lossy checkpointing solution using a parallel

environment with 2,048 cores. Our experiments show that our lossy

checkpointing method can significantly reduce the fault tolerance

overhead for the Jacobi, GMRES, and CG methods in the presence

of failures, by 23%∼70% compared with traditional checkpointing

and 20%∼58% compared with lossless compressed checkpointing.

We plan to study how to extend our lossy checkpointing scheme to

additional scientific application domains.
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